Introduction
Due to their remarkable intrinsic properties, CNTs are excellent candidate materials for reinforcing elements in the fabrication of advanced composites, particularly in epoxy, metal or ceramic matrices. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] It is well known that CNTs have unique nanometer-diameter tubular structures and high length/diameter aspect ratios. CNTs easily form aggregates or bundles in solid particles owing to very strong van der Waals interaction between CNTs.
9) The entanglement due to high agglomeration of CNTs interrupted a stable dispersion of CNTs in matrix and limits the improvement of mechanical properties for CNT dispersed composites. Therefore, preparation of a stable dispersion of CNTs in an aqueous or organic solution is rather challenging. 10, 11) In efforts to obtain superior CNTs properties for reinforced composites, two very important issues have come about. The first issue is related to fabricating stable dispersions of entangled CNTs. Choosing an appropriate dispersing agent in the aqueous or organic solution is imperative to avoid chemical damage or the modification of CNTs surfaces and to obtain a stable dispersion of CNTs. [12] [13] [14] [15] Another important issue in the fabrication of CNTs-dispersed composites is CNTs size control. CNTs with relatively short length have attracted strong attraction because they can provide the controlled properties such as strength and toughness for CNTs dispersed composites. However, CNTs are usually long and tangled which limits their applications.
Recently published studies have addressed short CNTs and the cutting of CNTs by means such as ball milling, 16, 17) oxidation reactions, 18) chemical reactions, 19, 20) and gamma radiation. 21) Ball milling causes contamination or damage on CNTs surfaces and results in a degradation of CNTs properties. Oxidation or chemical reaction methods tend to cause a coalescence of intractable aggregates and/or a significant loss of CNTs. There are some challenges, and a new approach for the cutting of CNTs is needed. It was also reported that processing using a novel ultrahigh-shear extruder with a higher screw-rotation speed is very useful in the fabrication of polymer/CNTs composites. 22) Studies on the cutting of CNTs by mechanical force have not been thoroughly investigated.
Therefore, we focused on the use of shear force as a new approach for shortening CNTs. We also took care to use appropriate CNTs-dispersal agents in order to avoid the surface damage that can result from the use of acid treatments for example. The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of shortening CNTs through high shear force sizereduction treatments using an atomizing unit with double diamond disks.
Experimental
The multi-walled CNTs used in this study were commercial powders (CNT Co., Ltd, Korea) synthesized using a catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process. The properties of pristine CNTs powders are shown in Table 1 to have more than 93 mass% purity. Polyethyleneimine (PEI) was used as a dispersing agent in the aqueous suspension. 0.6 g of CNTs and 2 mL of PEI were suspended in 120 mL of distilled water. A 160 W ultrasound generator was inserted into the CNTs suspension. To assist the dispersion of the CNTs, the suspension was under ultrasonication for 20 min and simultaneously stirred using a magnetic bar.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the size-reduction treatment of the CNTs suspension was conducted using atomizing equipment (Nano Frontier Technology Co., Ltd). 200 MPa of pressure was applied to the CNTs suspension. The suspension being accelerated at a high speed (200 m/s) induces transfer to the atomizing unit with the double diamond disks; the disks Table 1 Properties of CNTs powders.
Property Value
Diameter (nm) 10$40
Bulk density (g/cc) 0:03$0:06 * Corresponding author, E-mail: JANG.Byungkoog@nims.go.jp have two holes at the entrance and one at the exit. We repeated this treatment for a maximum of 20 runs. After the size-reduction treatment, 4 mL of CNTs suspension was poured into a quadrilateral quartz cell to measure particle size and optical transmittance.
The CNTs particle size was evaluated using a laser particle analyzer (Otsuka Electronics). To evaluate the quantitative dispersion, the optical transmittance of the CNTs suspension was measured in the wavelength range of 400$800 nm with a UV spectrophotometer (Hitachi Co., U-3500). In addition, for microstrucural observation the CNTs-dispersed suspension was carefully one-dropped on a silicon wafer using a micropipette. The specimens were dried at room temperature for 24 h. The dispersed morphology of the CNTs was observed by SEM (Jeol, JSM-6500) and TEM (Jeol, JEM-2100 F). Raman spectroscopy was used to determine the crystal structures of CNTs. Figure 2 shows typical micrographs of raw CNTs powders. Figure 2(a) shows the CNTs as multi-walled with 10$15 layers and randomly entangled morphology. TEM micrograph of Fig. 2(a) indicates that their surfaces are clean. The CNTs resemble the solid particle shapes of powders as shown in Fig. 2(b) . This reveals an agglomeration and/or bundle state. Figure 3 shows the typical microstructure of dispersed CNTs as a result of repetitive size-reduction treatments. The morphology of pristine CNTs without the size-reduction treatment in Fig. 3(a) shows agglomerates due to a high degree of entanglement of the CNTs networks. In contrast, Fig. 3 
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shows an increased dispersion corresponding to the repetition of size-reduction treatments. Nearly all size-reduced CNTs were randomly dispersed in isolated states without any agglomerates. The results demonstrate that the size-reduction treatment used in this work contributes to both improved dispersion and the shortening of CNTs. Figure 4 shows the results of Raman spectrums of the pristine CNTs and size-reduced CNTs to determine if any damages existed in the surface of size-reduced CNTs. High peaks in the Raman spectrums observe at about 1352 cm À1 and 1580 cm À1 in the all samples. These indicate that the crystal structure of size-deduced CNTs is almost the same with that of the pristine CNTs. Consequently, this is to certify that the size-reduction treatment used in the present work do not occur any damages in the surface of the CNTs. Figure 5 shows the average particle size of specimens vis-à-vis the number of size-reduction treatments. The average particle size in a pristine CNTs suspension without the sizereduction treatment is about 330 nm. The average particle size of CNTs significantly decreases as the number of sizereduction treatments increases. The particle size of CNTs was reduced to about 170 nm.
The effect of the size-reduction treatment on the shortening of CNTs can be considered as follows: when a CNTs suspension passes the atomizing unit, shown in Fig. 1 , due to competitive collision the high-speed flow generates high shear and/or mechanical stress at the intersection between the entrance and exit holes. The resulting shear force is enough to destroy the CNTs' agglomeration and bundle states caused by van der Waals interactions. Consequently, this force can contribute to shortening and breaking up entangled CNTs with increased repetitions of the sizereduction treatment. It was reported that solid state shear milling by strong interfacial interaction contributes to cutting of CNTs. 23) To investigate the effect of shortening on dispersion of CNTs, aqueous suspensions with different CNTs size were prepared. Figure 6 shows measurements of the optical transmittance of the CNT suspension to evaluate the effect of dispersion of short CNTs. Sample (a) without the sizereduction treatment shows an increased optical transmittance of about 58%$73% than that of samples with size-reduction treatment. Sample (b) had one run of the size-reduction treatment and shows a higher optical transmittance than that of sample (c) wherein 20 runs of size-reduction treatment were applied. This indicates that increased repetitions of the size-reduction treatment result in the decrease of optical transmittance. The reason is that the optical scattering at CNTs suspension frequently occurs at shortening CNTs as increasing the size-reduction treatment and resulting in a lower optical transmittance. In addition, it was found that suspensions of sample (b) and (c) obtained by size-reduction treatments revealed the stable dispersion as comparison with the original untreated CNTs of sample (a). The reduction in length of CNTs induces stable dispersion because short CNTs tend to be much less entangled and aggregated than the originally long CNTs. 19) Consequently, our results reveal that the present approach also contributes to well dispersion of CNTs in aqueous suspension. This can be considered the other advantage of the present method.
In summary, the present approach successfully produced the short CNTs without any damage or loss of CNTs during size-reduction process and well dispersion of short CNTs. Furthermore, shortening of CNTs can be utilized for optimum fabrication of composites due to well dispersion of CNTs in matrix. It is known that CNTs can improve the properties of the composites if CNTs are well dispersed into matrix. It is reported the tensile strength of short CNTs/ 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700
Raman shift, cm -1 Intensity, I /a.u. polymer composite prepared by solid state shear milling is higher. 23) In addition, it is reported that control of dispersion and size of CNTs by ball milling of CNTs for CNTs/Al composites affects on the mechanical properties. 24) Based on the present work, following study for controlled CNTs size dispersed composites is need.
Conclusions
The effect of size-reduction treatments on the shortening of CNTs using a special atomizing unit was studied. Pristine CNTs without size-reduction treatment show agglomerates of CNTs due to the high degree of entanglement in the CNTs networks. In contrast, the CNTs that underwent sizereduction treatment show both significant size reduction and increased dispersion. The pristine CNTs suspension also shows 58%$73%-higher optical transmittance. In contrast, the samples of CNTs suspension with size-reduction treatment show an approximately 23%$64%-lower optical transmittance. The reason is that repetitious increase of the size-reduction treatment contributes to stable dispersion and shortening of the CNTs.
